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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Issue

The quality of health technology assessment (HTA) reports depends on many factors. One of these factors is the evidence base from which the HTA is derived. The evidence base is created by gathering information from many sources and performing literature searches. Performing a high quality search of information resources will ensure the accuracy and completeness of the evidence base used in HTA reports. Currently, no review exists to tell us what elements of the search process have the most impact on the overall quality of the resulting evidence base.

Objectives

The objectives of the assessment are:

• to identify the elements associated with the accuracy and completeness of the evidence base found using electronic search strategies in different topic areas and apply this knowledge to HTA reports
• to determine the impact of errors in the elements of the electronic search strategy on the resulting evidence base
• to propose enhancements in the methods used for creating and evaluating search strategies to directly and positively affect the applicability of HTA reports.

With the goal of developing and validating a process of peer review for electronic search strategies, we considered tools that were developed in other areas of information retrieval that might serve as a basis for peer reviewing search strategies.

Methods

A systematic review, web-based survey, and peer review forums were performed. The systematic review was conducted to identify evidence related to quality issues and errors in complex electronic search strategies. Evidence was considered from any context, not only from research in systematic reviews and HTA searching.

The databases searched included Library & Information Science Abstracts (LISA, CSA interface) 1969 to May 2005; Cochrane Methodology Register & Cochrane Methodology Reviews (completed reviews only, The Cochrane Library 2005, Issue 2, Wiley interface); MEDLINE (OVID interface) 1966 to June week 1, 2005; PsycINFO (OVID interface) 1806 to June week 2, 2005; Cumulative Index to the Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), (OVID interface) 1982 to June week 2 2005; HealthSTAR (OVID interface) 1987 to May 2005; and Health and Psychosocial Instruments (HAPI) (OVID interface) 1985 to March 2005. Efforts were also made to identify grey literature.

Because of the anticipated paucity of research evidence in some aspects of the electronic search, a web-based survey of expert searchers in systematic reviews and library and information studies was undertaken. The aim of the survey was to gather experts’ opinions regarding the impact of search elements on the search results and the importance of each element in the peer review of electronic search strategies. The survey was conducted after the systematic review was completed, so that elements that were identified as potentially important in the review could be addressed in the survey. The original 14 elements studied in the review and five additional elements that were identified
during the review were included in the survey. After this, two peer review forums were held to discuss the results of the systematic review and survey.

Findings

A systematic review identified evidence on the importance of 14 of the 19 elements of the electronic search strategy that were initially considered. No evidence was found for two elements and from the three remaining elements, one additional element emerged as a result of the review. Although 26 tools were identified that could be used as checklists, none were validated for assessing electronic search strategies. Ten of these tools look at the conduct or reporting of the entire search (not just the electronic component).

Opinions were sought through a web-based survey for the elements that were considered in the systematic review. Fifty-eight respondents completed the survey. The elements were ranked into three tiers of importance based on an assessment of the potential impact of the elements on recall and precision. Elements that were rated as unimportant in peer review were dropped from further consideration. Based on the evidence of our findings from the systematic review, survey, and peer review forums, a process for validating the search strategy using a checklist and a peer review process was developed.

Conclusions

This work fills a gap in the assurance of the methodological quality of systematic reviews by contributing an evidence-based scale for the peer review of the electronic search strategy. The project has received support and participation from the information science community, and this approach to the peer review of search strategies has been supported by the Cochrane Collaboration’s Information Retrieval Methods Group. A validated process - both transparent and robust - for peer-reviewing search strategies will improve the retrieval of the relevant information that forms the evidence base.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CINAHL</td>
<td>Cumulative Index to the Nursing and Allied Health Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAPI</td>
<td>Health and Psychosocial Instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTA</td>
<td>health technology assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISA</td>
<td>Library and Information Science Abstracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeSH</td>
<td>Medical Subject Headings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PICO</td>
<td>population, intervention or exposure, comparison, and outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESS</td>
<td>Peer Review of Electronic Search Strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>randomized controlled trial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GLOSSARY

Adjacency operators: See proximity operators.

Boolean logic: System of logical operators to join sets. Standard Boolean operators used in searching are “AND,” “OR,” and “NOT.” Proximity operators imply “AND” and are another form of logical operator. Named after George Boole, a self-educated English mathematician.

Checklist: In this report, term used synonymously for other forms of evaluation such as questionnaires, scales, tools, instruments.

Check tag: Term routinely considered for use in indexing. In MEDLINE, usually included in Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) term field (but this is up to the vendor).

Controlled vocabulary: Consistent collection of terms chosen for specific purposes with explicit, logical constraints on intended meanings and relationships in a database.

Descriptors: See subject headings.

Double publication: Two or more published papers representing same research data or result, sometimes called duplicate publications. Double publication may be overt, with the other publications acknowledged or referenced, or covert, with acknowledgement sometimes deliberately disguised.

Duplicate: A redundant record pointing to the same full-text article. Records are usually not identical, because they may come from different databases and may differ in the treatment of authors’ names or journal titles, indexing, and special fields.

EHTAS (Evaluating Health Technology Assessment Searches): Original project name. Name of project changed to Peer Review Electronic Search Strategy (PRESS) early in 2006 after consultation with local and international advisors.

Explode: Subject headings are arranged hierarchically in many thesauri. To explode a subject heading involves including a selected subject heading and all of the narrower terms that are below it in the hierarchy.

Filter: Search parameters designed to limit subject areas to a particular concept (focus of peer review should be to determine if use of filter is warranted, given the question.)

Fields: Searchable items in database, for example, authors’ names, institutions, controlled vocabulary, titles, or abstracts.

Floating subheadings: Floating subheadings look for any subject heading that uses that subheading irrespective of which subject heading it is assigned to.

Free text: Normally words, phrases, or terms sought in title, abstract, or full text of document but this varies by database and vendor. See also natural language.
**IQR:** Inter-quartile range (25th to 75th percentile).

**Irrelevant:** In this report, “irrelevant” means “not meeting inclusion criteria of systematic review or HTA for which search is developed.”

**Limit:** System-based addition to search that is designed to exclude certain material not relevant to review. Examples include publication date, document type, and age group. (Focus of peer review should be to determine if use of limit is warranted, given the question.)

**Listserv:** Electronic mailing list where messages are distributed to all who subscribe to list. Most are based on a topic of mutual interest to subscribers.

**Major heading:** Subject heading that is designated as representing a main subject of document being indexed. In some interfaces, intention to retrieve only records where term is assigned as major heading is indicated by putting an asterisk in front of term – sometimes known as “starring.” Other interfaces may use terminology such as “restrict to focus.”

**Modal rating:** Most common rating.

**Natural language term:** Words, phrases, or terms sought in title, abstract, or full text of document. See also free text.

**Negative impact on precision:** Search error reduces ratio of accurate search results to inaccurate search results that are retrieved.

**Negative impact on recall:** Search error reduces number of relevant results that are retrieved.

**Null retrieval:** Search retrieval set with no records.

**Peer review:** Process of subjecting research work to independent scrutiny of qualified experts (peers); may be evaluated against certain standards (such as authorship guidelines).

**Positive predictive value:** Epidemiological term that usually refers to accuracy of diagnostic test. Computational equivalent of precision.

**Precision:** Proportion of retrieved items that is relevant. Equivalent to positive predictive value.

**Proximity operators:** Logical operators that specify the connected elements must not only both be present but must also be within specified proximity. Exact operators and their functions vary by system and include “NEAR,” “WITH,” “SAME,” and “ADJ.” Also called adjacency operators.

**Recall:** Proportion of relevant items in database retrieved by search. Usually known only in experimental situations although it can be estimated by statistical methods such as capture-mark-recapture. Also called sensitivity. Most searches for systematic reviews and HTA try to achieve highest practical recall, often at expense of precision.

**Redundant:** Search element that retrieves no additional records.
Relevant: In this report, defined as meeting inclusion criteria of systematic review or HTA for which search is developed.

Retrieval set: Records retrieved by search statement.

Search: In this report, “search” is electronic search strategy designed for retrieval from bibliographic or abstracting and indexing databases. Other elements of search plan for systematic review or HTA are database selection and selection of additional sources such as registries, hand or electronic searches of full text of journals and conference proceedings, communications with authors and manufacturers, web searching, electronic or manual checking of cited references.

Search performance: In this report, a measure of recall, precision, specificity, cost, or time.

Search query: See search statement.

Search statement: One line in electronic search strategy.

Search result: Anticipated or actual outcome of search term, statement, or strategy.

Specificity: Epidemiological term referring to accuracy of diagnostic test at correctly classifying negative cases as negative. Sometimes reported in assessments of accuracy of search strategies but it is not equivalent of precision.

Strength of research evidence: Validity of research underpinning any statement. If research evidence is strong, we can assume that underlying research is valid and based on appropriate research design.

Subheadings: Terms (sometimes called qualifiers) used with Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). See also floating subheadings.

Subject headings: Terms that make up the controlled vocabulary of bibliographic database. In MEDLINE, these are called Medical Subject Headings (MeSH).

Subject search: That part of search developed by searcher to address question (includes information about review topic). Filters and limits not developed by searcher may be added to this. Subject search should be main focus of peer review.
1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Setting in Canada

One of the many factors determining the quality of health technology assessment (HTA) reports is the evidence on which they are based. Performing a high quality electronic search of information resources ensures the accuracy and completeness of the evidence base used in HTA reports. Understanding which elements of the electronic search process have the most impact on the overall quality of the resulting evidence base will improve the HTA’s accuracy.

This project will focus on the identification of issues associated with the accuracy and completeness of the evidence base used in HTA reports.

1.2 Overview of Technology

Checklists for validating aspects of the systematic review process have been developed, and some of these address aspects of the overall search plan. What is lacking is a validated process for evaluating the quality and completeness of the electronic search strategy. The absence of such a process paired with a demonstrable level of error in reported searches leaves this type of research open to debate over the quality of evidence on which the review is based. Without assurance of a bias-free and complete evidence base, the true outcomes of a systematic review cannot be ascertained.

2 ISSUE

With the goal of developing and validating a process of peer review for electronic search strategies, we considered existing checklists developed in other areas of information retrieval that might serve as a basis for peer reviewing HTA and systematic review search strategies. Anticipating the absence of adequate instruments, we also sought evidence regarding elements of the electronic search that could have a positive or negative impact on the performance metrics of recall and precision. Research evidence on the impact of search errors on search performance would be the most compelling. We also sought research evidence through a systematic review of the literature. We expected some gaps in the evidence and so we considered reports from the literature on the prevalence of errors of each type and the theoretical explanations of these impacts. Finally, we used a survey to solicit experts’ opinions from the community of systematic review and HTA searchers and from other expert searchers in librarianship and information studies.

The electronic search is the focus of this review and of the Peer Review of Electronic Search Strategies (PRESS) checklist, but it is only one aspect of a comprehensive search for systematic reviews and HTAs. Other aspects include hand-searching, searching reference lists, Internet searching, grey literature searching, and contacting authors. These are essential components of the systematic review literature search. We thought that it would be difficult to peer review these other methods without a standard procedure and chose to look exclusively at the electronic search for this project.
3 OBJECTIVES

The following are the objectives of the assessment:

- to identify elements associated with the accuracy and completeness of the evidence base found by electronic search strategies used in HTA reports
- to determine the impact of errors in any of these elements in the electronic search strategy on the resulting evidence base
- to propose enhancements in the methods used for creating and evaluating the electronic search strategies used in reviews to directly and positively affect the applicability of HTA reports.

4 EVIDENCE REVIEW

4.1 Methods

A systematic review was conducted for evidence related to two questions.

- Are there any existing checklists that evaluate or validate the quality of literature searches in any discipline?
- What are the elements that relate to quality or errors in search strategies? These articles need to have performance indicators or measures (such as recall or relevance).

The research plan presented in the grant application served as the study protocol.

4.1.1 Literature search strategy

The electronic search strategy was developed initially in the bibliographic database Library and Information Science Abstracts (LISA). One researcher (EC) developed the search, and two co-investigators reviewed and revised it (MS, JM). The search strategy was adapted for each of the other databases searched. Material published from 1980 and onwards was sought, reflecting the rise in widespread use of electronic searching. Languages were limited to those understood by the review team: English, French, Italian, and Spanish.

The databases searched were LISA (CSA interface) 1969 to May 2005; Cochrane Methodology Register & Cochrane Methodology Reviews completed reviews only (The Cochrane Library 2005, Issue 2, Wiley interface); MEDLINE (OVID interface) 1966 to June week 1, 2005; PsycINFO (OVID interface) 1806 to June week 2 2005; Cumulative Index to the Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) (OVID interface) 1982 to June week 2 2005; HealthSTAR (OVID interface) 1987 to May 2005; Health and Psychosocial Instruments (HAPI) OVID interface) 1985 to March 2005 (Appendix A).

Grey literature was identified through correspondence with information specialists and other experts; by searching The Cochrane Methodology Register, which contains conference abstracts; and by searching our personal databases of information science research accrued over the years, including unpublished material such as presentations, dissertations, and pre-publication manuscripts.

The references were imported into a Reference Manager database, and duplicate records were removed. The remaining records were uploaded to SRS™, a web platform for systematic reviews.
After screening and data extraction of this material, the reference lists of included studies were checked to capture literature on those elements for which we had found fewer than five studies. These elements were proximity operators, the Boolean operator “NOT,” conceptualization, organization, irrelevant terms, truncation errors, wrong line number specified, explosion without the existence of a narrower term, searching additional fields, redundancy without rationale, and combining index terms with free-text terms on the same line.

4.1.2 Selection criteria

Initially, the bibliographic records (title, abstract, and indexing terms) were assessed as relevant or not relevant to peer review of electronic search strategies, and reports of primary research or secondary reports (review articles, tutorials) citing supporting evidence (such as recall or precision) were selected. Articles identified using these broad criteria were then examined, and articles that presented an evaluation checklist for search strategies, or presented primary evidence on the impact of searching techniques on search results, or presented a theoretical discussion on the impact of searching techniques on search results were selected for inclusion in the systematic review.

4.1.3 Analytical framework

Information retrieval is at the forefront of library science research, yet much of the research is descriptive and not all aspects of practice have a firm evidential basis.3 Thus, theoretical work and experts’ opinions were considered in the analytic framework.

An initial assessment of the literature was based on a pragmatically derived list of purported search errors (elements) previously examined by the authors.2 Additional types of errors or practices that have a negative impact on search performance were identified during the systematic review of the literature. The original elements and those added during the systematic review were included in a survey of interested professionals.

Evidence from all sources was summarized and classified into one of three tiers based on the balance of research evidence, theory, and experts’ opinions.

Elements were retained when there was evidence that peer review, through the detection of specific errors, could improve the performance of the electronic search and potentially improve the evidence base for a systematic review or HTA or improve the efficiency of its development. Where possible (i.e., when the factors to be assessed in the peer review process were similar), elements were combined.

Lastly, for each final element, a summary of the evidence and the focus for evidence-based peer review was prepared. Elements are presented in order by tier.

4.1.4 Selection method

For the assessment of eligibility, the training of reviewers and the calibration exercises were done in three stages until the cumulative kappa score was within the acceptable range of agreement according to Landis et al.’s criteria.4 After these three stages were completed, the titles and abstracts were screened by one of the three reviewers for potential eligibility, but a second reviewer was needed to confirm ineligibility before a record was excluded. Articles appearing to be potentially relevant were retrieved, and two reviewers assessed each of the full reports, arriving at a consensus on eligibility.
4.1.5 Data abstraction strategy

Another calibration exercise was performed for data extraction. Three articles that seemed to address a few of the elements were chosen, and all three reviewers extracted data from them. The results were compared, and very good agreement was found among the three reviewers. One reviewer did all subsequent data extraction, and a second reviewer verified it.

For each included study, it was determined which of 14 elements of the electronic search were addressed. Those elements were spelling mistakes, missed spelling variants, errors in truncation, problems in the logic or organization of the search, misapplication of the Boolean logical operators (“AND,” “OR,” “NOT”), wrong line number, subject headings and natural language terms combined in a single search statement, subject headings missing, natural language terms missing, irrelevant subject headings or explosion of subject headings to include irrelevant narrower terms, inclusion of irrelevant natural language terms, explosion of subject headings exploded even though no narrower terms exist, and redundancies in the search strategy. We also sought evidence on the impact of failing to adapt the search strategy to each database. A final open-ended question allowed for additional comments to be noted.

4.1.6 Data analysis methods

Data were summarized descriptively and synthesized qualitatively. Evidence came from three sources. The first source was the research on the impact of a search error on search parameters (such as recall and precision). The second source was the theoretical discussion of impact on search parameters. Finally, evidence regarding the prevalence of the search error was considered.

Research and theoretical works that considered the impact of errors on search parameters were classified according to the main parameters affected by the error. The primary parameters considered were recall and precision, which are important parameters in assessing information retrieval, and are analogous to sensitivity and positive predictive value. While other parameters may be of greater interest in other aspects of information retrieval, these two relevance-based parameters are most germane to the information retrieval task of systematic review searching where a formal dichotomous determination of relevance is made.5 Recall determines the integrity of the evidence base. Precision determines the time and cost of screening the search results to extract the evidence base, but it also negatively affects the likelihood of correctly identifying relevant records from the retrieved record set. The secondary parameters were time, cost, and specificity, which are mostly associated with precision.

The research evidence was sparse for many search elements, and the research designs varied. For these reasons, neither quality assessment nor quantitative synthesis was undertaken.

Thus, the analytic approach was a dichotomous assessment of the presence or absence of research or theoretical evidence. This, paired with experts’ opinions from survey data, was used to classify errors into three tiers. The first tier consisted of search elements that the majority of experts thought had an impact on recall and thus were important in systematic review searching. The second tier consisted of search elements with mixed support or where precision was the main parameter affected. The third tier consisted of those elements largely unsupported by the literature review or by experts’ opinions.

For each element, which, on the balance of the evidence, was considered to be important for peer review, the salient features that would provide guidance to peer review were extracted and
summarized. For instance, if subject headings were considered to be a first tier element, those aspects of usage that would improve recall were summarized. These could include appropriate methods to identify subject headings or best use of thesaurus features like exploding or applying subheadings that could help or hinder optimal retrieval.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Quantity of research available

In all, 9,155 records were identified for screening, of which 256 full-text articles were obtained for more assessment. One hundred and thirteen articles were eligible for some aspect of the systematic review (Figure 1). A list of excluded articles can be found in Appendix E.
Table 1 presents a summary of the amount and type of evidence identified from the literature review for each element. Elements are arranged into tiers, according to their final classification. The amount of evidence varied, with more than 120 papers addressing the consequences of missed search terms, and little or no identifiable evidence on aspects such as redundancy without rationale, subject heading exploded when no narrower terms exist, or index and free text combined on a line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Evidence type (n)</th>
<th>Main impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Search not adapted for each database</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>R 17 T 14 F 1</td>
<td>recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptualization</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>R 10 T 12 F 4</td>
<td>recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical operator errors</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>R 22 T 19 F 10</td>
<td>recall, precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boolean</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>R 9 T 14 F 3</td>
<td>recall, precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity operators</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>R 2 T 4 F 1</td>
<td>recall, precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>R 3 T 3 F 0</td>
<td>recall, precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed index terms</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>R 56 T 31 F 7</td>
<td>recall, precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling errors</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>R 11 T 7 F 9</td>
<td>recall, precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second Tier Elements</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed free text terms</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>R 51 T 29 F 10</td>
<td>recall, precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits used inappropriately or missed</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>R 13 T 15 F 2</td>
<td>recall, precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant index terms</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>R 2 T 1 F 1</td>
<td>precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truncation errors</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>R 1 T 0 F 1</td>
<td>precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant free text terms</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>R 0 T 2 F 1</td>
<td>precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Third Tier Elements</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to use additional fields</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>R 6 T 6 F 1</td>
<td>recall, precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of search</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>R 1 T 6 F 0</td>
<td>recall, time-cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy without rationale</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>R 0 T 2 F 0</td>
<td>recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject heading exploded when no narrower terms</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>R 0 T 0 F 0</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index and free text combined on a line</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>R 0 T 0 F 0</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Type of evidence: research (R), theory (T), and frequency of error (F).

The main impacts that were examined were recall (or sensitivity), precision (or positive predictive value), specificity, cost or time, and any discussion of importance in peer reviewing (Appendix B).

The types of evidence considered were research evidence regarding search performance, theoretical rationale for impact on search performance, and frequency of error in a particular setting, such as catalogue searches by undergraduate students or searches by medical residents to answer clinical queries.
5 SURVEY

5.1 Objectives

We planned to use a web-based survey of experienced searchers in systematic reviews and library and information studies, because of the anticipated paucity of research evidence in some elements of the electronic search. The aim of the survey was to gather experts’ opinions regarding the impact of search elements on the search results and the importance of each element in the peer review of electronic search strategies. The Ottawa Hospital Research Ethics Board gave approval. The survey was conducted after the systematic review was completed, so that elements identified as potentially important during the review could be addressed in the survey. The 14 original elements studied in the review and four additional elements that were identified during the review were included in the survey.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Survey development

Each element was presented in question form, as it might be presented in a peer review assessment – for example, “Are any spelling variants missing?” (Appendix C). The question was followed with a definition and in some cases, an example. The survey respondents were asked to rate on a four-point scale (ranging from nil to large) the potential negative impact on recall; to rate on a five-point scale (ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree) whether problems with the use of the element might indicate the searcher’s unfamiliarity with aspects of searching, and to rate on a five-point scale the importance of considering that element in the peer review of a search strategy. The respondents were asked to provide their impression of the level of evidence on the importance of the element. This was based on seven response categories; four relating to the strength of research support, while the other three related to support by experts’ opinions, a self-evident impact, or absence of support. A final question allowed respondents to nominate any additional errors that should be considered, with the respondents’ assessment of the impact and impression of level of evidence and importance in peer review.

The survey was pilot tested on 10 participants and then refined based on feedback from the pilot testing (Appendix C).

5.2.2 Sampling frame

Survey respondents were recruited from eight listservs dealing with systematic reviews and medical librarianship (Table 2).

The recruitment message described the eligibility criteria for survey participants, expected time to complete the survey, its purpose, and funding source. If respondents requested more information, a version of the survey invitation containing a summary of the PRESS project was sent. Those with detailed questions were sent individual email responses, in addition to the survey invitation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listserv</th>
<th>Audience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTAi SPIG-IR</td>
<td>Health Technology Assessment international Special Interest Group for Information Resources (SPIG-IR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InterTASC ISSG</td>
<td>InterTASC Information Specialists’ Sub-Group (ISSG), UK-based HTA information specialists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDLIB-L</td>
<td>An Email List for Medical Librarians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHLA</td>
<td>Canadian Health Libraries Association / Association des bibliothèques de la santé du Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNYOC</td>
<td>The Upstate New York and Ontario Chapter, Medical Library Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVHLA</td>
<td>The Ottawa Valley Health Libraries Association / L’Association des bibliothèques de la santé de la vallée de l’Outaouais</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochrane IRMG</td>
<td>The Cochrane Information Retrieval Methods Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cochrane TSC</td>
<td>The Cochrane Collaboration’s Trials Search Coordinators list</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The demographic characteristics that were recorded were years of searching experience, years of systematic review experience, estimated number of systematic reviews or HTA reports undertaken, formal training and degrees, and country of residence (Appendix C). Although the letter of invitation described eligibility criteria, no respondent was excluded based on the demographic characteristics that they reported.

### 5.2.3 Survey administration

The survey was conducted using SurveyMonkey, a web-based software application. The survey took place between September 1 and September 19, 2005. Respondents to the listserv recruitment letters were sent an invitation containing a tracked link to the survey via email. The survey invitations included an option to be removed from the list. The consent form was the first page of the survey (Appendix C). Survey responses were filtered based on consent to participate. Reminders were sent after one week via the SurveyMonkey list manager, to those who had expressed interest, but who had neither completed the survey nor withdrawn. Those who consented but completed only part of the survey were sent weekly reminders. Late in the survey we learned that some institutional firewalls were blocking emails from the SurveyMonkey list manager. The investigator’s institutional email account was then used to send a generic link to the survey and a reminder to any remaining non-responders or partial responders.

### 5.2.4 Data cleaning strategy

Upon completion, survey results from consenting respondents were exported from SurveyMonkey to a spreadsheet. The data were re-coded, and duplicates were removed.

Only surveys where the respondents consented to participation were examined (n=70). Surveys with at least one response beyond the demographic data were deemed to be valid. There were 58 valid surveys. Nine submissions with demographic data only were excluded from the analysis. One respondent submitted two such responses, and two people completed one valid survey and one with demographic information only.

The variable “Country” was added after the survey was launched. For the first five cases, data on country were inferred from the email address or telephone country code provided by the respondent.
Text responses for years of searching experience and number of systematic reviews or HTAs in which the respondent had participated were cleaned. Where the respondent specified a range, the midpoint was entered. Where the respondent indicated a minimum (e.g. 20+ years), the minimum was entered. Where the respondent entered an approximate number (e.g. about 12), we entered that number. Academic preparation (or level of education achieved) was recorded in the following categories: library or information science training (all degrees), health care practitioner training (including MD medical doctor, ND naturopathic doctor, and nursing), epidemiology training (MSc or PhD), or other. When respondents indicated multiple degrees, we recorded their first response.

5.2.5 Data analysis methods

Except for the element addressing the impression of the level of evidence on the importance of a specific element (item d for each survey element), all elements were ranked on a dimension according to median score. For elements with the same median, those with the smaller inter-quartile range (IQR, indicating greater consensus) were ranked higher. Where there was still a tie, the elements were considered equal. The research evidence dimension was re-coded so the answer “No support” was scored as 0, “No research evidence but self-evident” was scored as 1, and all else was scored as 2, indicating some level of research support. The ranking was then made based on the percent of respondents who thought that there was some research support for the element.

5.3 Expert Survey: Results

Fifty-eight respondents (expert searchers) completed the survey with usable responses. Because the number of individuals reached by the listserv announcements is unknown, the participation rate cannot be determined.

The mean number of years of searching experience for the respondents was 12.6. The mean number of years of experience with systematic reviews or HTA was 5.3. Respondents reported that the number of years of involvement in systematic reviews or HTA projects was 18.4. The percent of respondents with a library science degree or similar was 76.9. Nearly 85% of respondents were from Canada, the UK, or the US (Table 3).

5.3.1 Survey rankings of elements

The survey ratings of electronic literature search errors clustered into three tiers (Table 4). The first tier had only first and second place rankings on the three variables to which the survey respondents gave the most weight: impact on recall, impact on precision, and importance in peer review. These elements were perceived to have research support or be self-evident.

The middle tier had strong support. The examination of the actual scores shows these to be high, even though lower or less consistently high than for the first tier elements. The survey respondents supported inclusion of these elements in peer review.

The elements in the final tier had no first or second place ranking on recall, precision, or importance. Respondents perceived them as neither supported by research evidence, nor a marker of inexperience in searching.
Table 3: Characteristics of survey respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of searching experience</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Number responding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>12.56</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of experience with systematic reviews or HTA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number responding</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated number of systematic review or HTA projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>18.38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>23.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number responding</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic preparation or formal training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library science degree or similar</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care practitioner (physician, nurse)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not reported or not interpretable</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country of residence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other factors reported by respondents included whether an error in an element indicated a lack of familiarity with the search and whether the respondent thought that there was research support for the element’s importance. These were not considered in making the classification by tier, but are presented in Table 4.

6 DATA ANALYSES AND SYNTHESIS

Evidence from the systematic review and survey assessment is presented for each element considered (Table 1 and Table 4).
Table 4: Search element survey ranking results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Important in peer review</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Unfamiliarity</th>
<th>Research evidence (impressions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adapted for each database</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boolean errors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line number errors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translated for each database</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject heading missing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling errors</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free text missing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant limits</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling variants missing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant subject headings</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truncation errors</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limits missing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant free text terms</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancies</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of search</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional fields</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject headings and free text combined</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant explosions</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These 6 elements had only first or second place ranking on recall, precision, or importance, and are considered to be first tier elements. †These 5 elements had no first or second place ranking on recall, precision, or importance, and are considered to be third tier elements.

6.1 First Tier Elements

6.1.1 Conceptualization

At issue is whether the electronic search strategy includes the most important elements of the clinical question, with neither too few nor too many concepts introduced. This element focuses on the concepts, not how well they are expressed in search statements.

Of 23 papers related to this element, 17 addressed impacts on recall, and six considered precision. Ten research papers were identified.6-15 Four papers reported on the frequency of errors.7,16-18 Twelve papers discussed conceptualization but did not present research evidence related to this element.16,18-28 Most of these focused on recall.

Almost all research and commentary supported the need for effective conceptualization. One study, however, noted the low overlap in terms selected by experienced searchers. This could be considered as mildly refuting evidence of the importance of conceptualization in any but a high recall situation.23 Several writers in this sample dealt with the question negotiation process. For example, one describes questioning techniques to elicit the nature of the problem and cautions against accepting a list of key words offered by the client.25 Jokic summarizes, “In other words, once the searcher understands the request well enough to answer it, a plan is developed for the search – a search strategy.”16
Fidel classified the actions made by professional searchers in developing a search as conceptual or operational. A conceptual move modifies retrieval by changing the meaning of the concept that it represents. Conceptual moves were most often used to increase recall, while operational moves (generally invoking database features such as limiting to major subject headings, to documents of a certain form, to a particular language or publication date, restricting free text searches to certain fields, using adjacency operators instead of “OR”) were generally used to improve precision. This was thought to indicate that searchers were reluctant to narrow the meaning of a request.

Although no research evidence is presented, over-specification (e.g., including too many concepts) is listed as a common pitfall that reduces recall. Missing concepts (presumably to be connected with other concepts of interest) were identified as being the cause of retrieval failure for 25% of articles not retrieved in a full-text setting. Precision was improved by using questions structured in the “population, intervention or exposure, comparison, and outcome” (PICO) format. One reason for low precision was searching only one concept from the question. Highly complex questions yielded result sets with higher precision than did those of low complexity (odds ratio = 2.16, P < 0.05). Recall was lower, but not significantly lower (odds ratio = 0.82, P > 0.05). Several papers dealt with structuring the search statement in the PICO format. Three papers advocated the use of diagrams to aid in the conceptualization of the search.

Several research articles reported data on the prevalence of conceptual errors. Mularski and Bradigan found that before training, 47% of medical students made conceptual errors in identifying essential concepts in the statement of a search problem. Bradley et al. assessed the frequency of errors in conceptualizing the search and found that between 60% and 100% of participants were making such an error, even after training, in situations where the question posed contained some ambiguity and searchers had difficulty determining if the question was about therapy or prognosis. Novices were found to make errors by neglecting concepts and by adding unnecessary concepts. Jokic found that approximately half of searches were conceptually sound, regardless of the non-librarian searcher’s basic ability to use the system independently. Those who were able to search the system independently were more likely to create searches that were conceptually sound, but expressed the concepts poorly (29% versus 17%). The independent searchers produced fewer conceptually flawed searches than did those who needed technical assistance to execute the searches (14% versus 0%).

Two papers discussed the peer review of search conceptualization. The first advocated diagramming of the strategy as a useful supplement to the peer review discussion. In the second, the Norris Library used the correct interpretation and use of stated information requirements as one of four elements of peer review. Glunz and Wakiji state that “despite a well-designed search request form and a thorough search interview, interpreting the request can still be difficult. The goal of the reviewer is to check whether the searcher has identified the components of the request and separated them in logical groups.”

Survey respondents rated the translation of the search question into search concepts as being important (Table 4).

### 6.1.2 Spelling errors

Thirteen papers addressed spelling errors. Eleven provided research evidence and seven were theoretical papers, two of which did not also present research evidence. Of the research papers, most focused on factors accounting for searches that failed to
retrieve relevant items – a recall problem. One research paper found a negative effect of spelling errors on precision.

In a study of web searching, the number of misspelled terms was also significant as a predictor of search performance. Typographical errors lowered search performance – some found that such errors were usually noticed and corrected quickly. A misspelling embedded in a long search statement, however, may go unnoticed if elements are connected with the “OR” operator. The problem would be more apparent in a string of terms connected with “AND.” Errors in system commands may retrieve some hits, but they may be unrelated to the intended query. An example of a fatal error in DIALOG, provided by Bellardo and Saracevic, is typing “S 15/ENG” rather than “S S15/ENG” —resulting in English-language papers having the number 15 in the record, rather than limiting set 15 to the English language only.

Up to 6% of null retrievals in catalogue searching were due to spelling or typing errors. Approximately one-quarter of end-user searchers made typing errors. Walker et al. found that spelling errors in subject words accounted for only one of 172 unproductive searches (those retrieving no records) by clinicians searching MEDLINE. Bysouth reported that typing or spelling errors occurred in 25% of basically flawed strategies conducted by research scientists. Mitchell et al. found misspellings in 8% of failed no-hit searches by biochemistry students. Sewell and Teitelbaum noted many corrected typing errors, but searchers seemed unable to correct all such errors. Sewell and Bevan (as cited by Wildemuth and Moore) analyzed errors made by pharmacists and pathologists searching TOXLINE and MEDLINE. The most common errors were related to misspelled terms and misuse of the controlled vocabulary.

Spelling errors can also occur in the bibliographic record. Ray and Vermeulen (as cited by Barroso et al.) found that most (71%) of the misspelled words that they identified in a MEDLINE study occurred in the abstract, and that most of these would not be retrieved by using the correctly spelled word unless the subject heading was also searched.

6.1.3 Logical operator errors

Logical operators in search strategies are used to place the individual terms or concepts in mutual relationships. Placing the terms into the wrong relationship would affect the search. Boolean logical operators (“AND,” “OR,” and “NOT”) are considered, as are proximity and adjacency operators (“NEAR,” “WITH,” “SAME,” “ADJ”).

Of research papers reporting on logical operators, 17 dealt with recall, 13 with precision, and two with specificity. Nineteen articles provided a theoretical rationale for the impact of the error, or provided search instruction or advice. The frequency of the error in a particular population was reported in 10 papers.

Research on logical operators focused on the use and misuse of Boolean logic and proximity operators. Bysouth examined searches by research scientists and noted the use of various features, errors in fundamentally flawed searches, and ways to improve poor strategies. Boolean operators were used in 78% of strategies: “AND” in 76%, “OR” in 43% (usage figures for the “NOT” operator were not reported). Nested logic was used in 15% of searches. In flawed searches, the excessive use of “AND” was a problem in 11%, the use of mixed logic without proper nesting was a problem in 11%, and the illogical use of Boolean operators was seen in 4%. Research scientists used proximity
operators in 54% of searches, and a further 11% of searches could have been improved by their use. This was the only source of missed opportunity noted among the logical operators.

Omissions (failure to use an operator where it could have aided the search) were more common than misused operators. The frequency of use of Boolean operators by third-year medical students showed that “AND” was commonly used to combine concepts, “OR” was less often used, and “NOT” was infrequently used. Jokic found the same pattern of use in a population of moderately experienced end users at a university. Proximity operators were rarely used. McKibbon noted that librarians and experienced searchers used the “OR” operator approximately three times as often as novice searchers. Sewell and Teitelbaum note the infrequent use of “OR” and the absence of “NOT.” They identified an implied “OR” where searchers would enter “PHENELZINE AND AGORAPHOBIA” followed by “PHENIPRAZINE AND AGORAPHOBIA,” when this could have been represented by (PHENELZINE OR PHENIPRAZINE) AND AGORAPHOBIA. Errors in the use of “OR” occurred in eight of 352 sessions. No errors were seen in the use of “AND.” Kirby and Miller found the same pattern of usage of “AND” and “OR” by untrained end users, but the pattern of usage was similar between successful and unsuccessful searches. One exception to this pattern of infrequent use of “OR” occurred in a study by King, who found that users of PaperChase tended to use “OR” nearly as often as “AND,” regardless of the experience level. This was attributed to the interface, which provided several mechanisms for performing an “OR” operation. Another study showed that users of a structured interface for connecting terms outperformed those using a simple interface who had received instruction in Boolean logic, and that such instruction was counter-productive when a structured interface was used.

Of missed opportunities involving Boolean operators, “OR” was missed by 20% of the student searches assessed. Illogical Boolean combinations were identified in the searches of 41% of student searches. Similar patterns of operator usage were seen in a study with web search engine users where “AND” was used most often, followed by “NOT,” and “OR” was used rarely. This study by Lucas and Topi, however, found “AND” to be missed more often than “OR.” First order correlations between the number of incorrectly used operators and the average standardized relevance were not statistically significant.

In an analysis of transaction logs from an Internet search service, Jansen et al. studied the frequency of use of logic and modifiers and conducted a failure analysis to identify trends among users’ mistakes. “AND” was used in 8% of all queries, and 32% of these uses were erroneous. The “AND” operator was often used as a conjunction, as in “college and university harassment policy.” “OR” and “NOT” were used in less than 1% of queries and were used incorrectly 26% and 37% of the time respectively. Walker et al. found that “ANDing” redundant or repetitive terms representing the same search concept accounted for 3% of unproductive searches by clinical end users.

In Mitchell et al.’s study, medical students’ logic errors appeared in 13% of the 208 “failed” searches, which retrieved no relevant hits (and 11% of the total 829 searches). Based on this, an emphasis was placed on instruction in the principles of Boolean logic.

Improvement in the ability to use Boolean operators after training has been documented. In a training program for medical students, Mularski and Bradigan found that correct use rose from 44% on a pre-test to 91% on the post-test. The “OR” operator proved to be the most difficult with a high level of residual error after training. Lucas and Topi found that web searchers could improve their search performance in a simple interface with even limited training in basic Boolean logic.
consisted of interactive web-based instruction in the Boolean operators, using quotation marks to construct phrases, and using parentheses to form query clauses. Improvement was seen in the ability to provide a correct answer to a search request, decreased time spent obtaining an answer, increased rating in ease of use of the search environment and increase in participants’ confidence in their abilities. In assisted interfaces (i.e., where terms were entered in text boxes, and boxes were joined by picking operators from pull-down lists), receiving minimal training in Boolean logic was counter-productive.

In an error analysis involving 76 undergraduates, Nahl found that the two most common errors were the interrelated problems of non-probabilistic logic and semantic leakage. Non-probabilistic logic ignores the formal requirements of Boolean logic by including all terms. Semantic leakage “occurs when searchers produce a search query that represents their ordinary understanding of the ‘aboutness’ of a topic and ignore the syntax of combining concepts in a search statement.” Students were randomly assigned to look at one of two versions of written Boolean instruction. The group that received more intensive feedback had higher Boolean logic scores by 40% and was more confident in searching than those taught with basic instructions.

Proximity operators perform as a narrower form of “AND” because they require not only that all terms be present but also that they must be within the specified proximity. Kristensen studied a set of 26 searches performed in a full-text database under three conditions. First, concepts were joined with “AND” (document co-occurrence). Second, proximity operators were used to restrict the occurrence of the concepts to the same paragraph (paragraph co-occurrence). The third and most restrictive form was sentence co-occurrence. With document co-occurrence representing the baseline measure for retrieval, paragraph co-occurrence reduced recall from 1.0 to 0.39, and sentence co-occurrence reduced it to 0.26. Precision was 0.51 with document co-occurrence, increasing to 0.67 with paragraph co-occurrence and 0.69 with sentence co-occurrence. Kristensen notes that the text used in the study (newspaper articles) tended to have short paragraphs, which may have led to lower recall than would occur in other contexts.

Tenopir and Shu searched with progressively more restricted proximity requirements and concluded that proximity operators are important in full-text searching and essential when the full-text environment has no controlled vocabulary. They noted a relationship between improved precision and lower recall when closer proximity was required.

Keen explored the circumstances in which proximity is useful, the performance effect, and the frequency of use by searchers. Keen followed Tenopir and Shu’s method of progressively more restrictive searching with similar results. Keen concluded that queries involving phrases and variations in wording often were best addressed with proximity searching, as were searches using frequently occurring terms that would otherwise result in large retrievals.

One challenge facing searchers is the range of terminology and functioning of operators across systems. McJunkin studied the effect of proximity operators in titles on recall and precision, and concluded that “although the results of this study seem to support the use of adjacency operators to improve searching effectiveness, a user for whom absolute recall is more important may wish to use a broader search strategy.” McJunkin also notes, however, that when text words are discipline-specific, proximity operators improved precision with little degradation in recall.

The Boolean operator “NOT” can reduce recall. Deacon et al. provide an example in which the “NOT” operator excluded burns from a child safety query and excluded a resource that was about a
range of safety topics, including burns. Jenuwine and Floyd also documented several retrieval failures attributable to using “NOT” to exclude children beyond a certain age.

The use of Boolean operators qualified as a first tier element for peer review, based on respondents’ assessments of its potential to negatively affect recall and precision and strong agreement of the element’s importance in peer review.

In summary, Boolean logic can be mysterious to the novice searcher, and mistakes can be catastrophic in the search. Search logic is teachable, however, and amenable to peer review. Used effectively, Boolean operators can be used to construct complex searches.

6.1.4 Search strategy adapted for each database

Search strategies developed for one database need to be adapted to the indexing structure, limits, and special features available to another database. When the database searches are run on different search platforms, the variations in command syntax must also be considered.

Although many papers addressed the need to tailor the search for databases, there was virtually no research on the impact of failing to do so. One study undertook database searches in three databases using tailored strategies and analyzed the reasons for retrieval failure. They did not report the retrieval implications of re-running the same search in all databases.

When searching more than one database, the adaptations needed are the subject headings, including those that describe study methodology, database features such as limits, and special fields, which typically vary by database but may also vary by platform (e.g., OVID versus Dialog). Proximity operators in particular vary in syntax and capabilities across systems. Even translation from OVID’s MEDLINE to PubMed requires re-development of the search because of differences in feature availability, even though PubMed includes all MEDLINE records.

Survey results placed search adaptation in the first tier, and this element was identified as having the potential to make a large impact on recall and precision (Table 4). There was strong agreement that failure to adapt the search for different databases indicated a lack of familiarity with searching. Survey respondents thought that peer reviewing this element is important.

6.1.5 Wrong line number

Systematic review searches rely on Boolean searches. Including the wrong line number in a Boolean statement or limiting the wrong line, whether through typographical or logical error, could affect search performance. No research evidence on the impact or prevalence of using the wrong line number was found. Line number errors qualified as a first tier element for peer review, based on respondents’ assessments of its potential to negatively affect recall and precision and strong agreement on the element’s importance in peer review in responses to the survey (Table 4). The importance of this element, more than any other in the survey, was considered to be self-evident by respondents, and this is congruent with the paucity of research evidence — there are better questions to research.
6.1.6 Subject headings missing

Eighty-one papers discussed the importance of subject headings. Fifty-six involved research, and these are given the most emphasis here. Thirty-one included theoretical discussion, and seven reported frequency of errors. Of the research papers, most considered recall and precision. Twelve dealt with recall only, and four considered precision only. Six dealt with time or cost. All but one of these also considered precision. Other outcomes considered were searches resulting in no hits, novelty, consensus regarding term selection, specificity, accuracy, relevance, and diagnostic odds ratio.

In analyzing differences in retrieval rates, Dickersin et al. classified the causes of retrieval failure as limited use of subject matter MeSH terms; limited use of methodological controlled vocabulary (subject headings), check tags, and publication types; limited use of free-text subject terms; limited use of free-text methodological terms; and limited use of truncation. Limiting subject matter MeSH terms too severely was thought to be the main cause of retrieval failure.

Several studies explore the role of subject headings in improving recall. Testing four sequential broader search scopes, the only addition that improved recall while preserving precision was the addition of controlled vocabulary. In a search for quality improvement evidence, subject headings showed significantly higher recall than did text words (0.58 versus 0.11, $P < 0.001$) although precision was similar (0.26 versus 0.33, $P = 0.15$), and optimal retrieval was seen when subject headings and free-text terms were used together. In a study involving searches for sleep in healthy individuals, parallel subject heading and text word searches were conducted. While the text word only strategy showed higher sensitivity, specificity was higher in the search that used only subject headings.

Jadad and McQuay illustrate how the addition of terms (subject headings and truncated free-text terms) improved MEDLINE recall from 0.67 to 0.90 in a search designed to identify the evidence base for a systematic review. Gotzsche and Lange also reported on the expansion of a search, primarily by including additional methodological terms, to increase MEDLINE recall from 0.93 to 0.98 with a decline in precision from 0.19 to 0.17.

Several studies examine the success factors of searchers with various degrees of training and experience. The use of subject headings contributed to improved recall in most cases. In analyzing reasons for the poorer search performance of experienced end users compared with librarians (end users showed lower recall and lower precision), McKibbon et al. noted a greater reliance on MeSH terms and less reliance on text words by the librarians. Librarians also used more advanced features. In a cost comparison, librarians had mean costs that were significantly lower than novice end users, but not lower than experienced end users, and there were no significant differences in search time.

In searches by medical students that failed to retrieve any articles, 28% were judged to have failed because an easily identifiable MeSH term was missed. In a further 10% a less obvious MeSH term was available but not used. These two types were the most frequent errors. Poorly chosen terms (such as using “cardiology” instead of “heart disease”) accounted for another 6% of no-hit searches. Another study of searches conducted by third-year medical students found that more than one-third of missed opportunities involved a missed subject heading.
Markey et al. showed that experienced searchers of Education Resources Information Centre (ERIC) tended to miss suitable subject headings, relying instead on free text at the expense of larger retrievals.\textsuperscript{85} They found that only 5\% of searches in their test set could not be represented through subject headings.

Kirby and Miller analyzed failed searches undertaken by untrained searchers and found that about two-thirds of failed searches were due to missed terms, including subject headings.\textsuperscript{10}

There is consistent evidence that subject headings improve recall. There are also several papers that provide insights into the subtleties of effective subject heading use. Sievert and Boyce examined the situation where there were multiple, closely related subject headings and found that recall could be improved by searching single truncated words (rather than the full multiword subject headings) in those subject headings rather than forming a filter by searching all the related subject headings. They describe this reduction of controlled vocabulary as “trimming the hedge.”\textsuperscript{84} In another study that explored query expansion from an initial text search based on users’ requests, the addition of thesaurus terms increased recall.\textsuperscript{27} A subsequent expansion to related terms further increased recall but with a reduction in precision.

In a study on indexing consistency Funk and Reid showed that indexing consistency was highest in “Anatomy, Organisms and Chemicals and Drugs” branches of MeSH, and lower in the “Analytical, Diagnostic and Therapeutic Techniques” and “Equipment,” “Psychiatry and Psychology,” “Physical Sciences,” and “Health Care” branches. Indexing consistency was higher when the term was central to the topic of the paper and higher for main headings than subheadings.\textsuperscript{100} The ability to achieve high recall with good precision may be greatest in the more consistently indexed areas while the less consistent areas may require backup MeSH and free-text terms for high recall, at the expense of precision. This study looks at indexing consistency, not accuracy,\textsuperscript{102} and has not been replicated although it is more than 20 years old. A more recent study showed similar levels of consistency in PsycINFO.\textsuperscript{104}

\textbf{a) Subheadings and floating subheadings}

Subheadings can be used to qualify a specific subject heading, on their own, or as unbound or floating subheadings. Used with a subject heading, they can be expected to increase precision at the expense of recall. Wright et al. limited a central MeSH term in the search to the subheading “methods” (mt). Alone, this limit increased precision from 0.49 to 0.57 and decreased recall from 0.99 to 0.62. When the subheading was used with a search for major MeSH headings only, the precision increased from 0.49 to 0.68 (not a statistically significant improvement) while recall declined from 0.99 to 0.56 (significant at $P < 0.0001$).\textsuperscript{92} Dickersin, Scherer, and Lefebvre speculated that the use of “bound” subheadings was one restriction contributing to the poor recall of searches for randomized controlled trials (RCTs) in MEDLINE.\textsuperscript{81}

Floating subheadings retrieve all instances of a subheading used with any MeSH term applied to the record. Floating subheadings expand retrieval rather than reducing it, so their use should not be thought of as a limit.\textsuperscript{72} Subheading pre-explosion serves to group subheadings that relate to the clinical category being studied, e.g., the pre-explosion subheading “therapeutic use” includes the subheadings “administration and dosage,” “adverse effects,” “contraindication,” and “poisoning” in addition to the subheading “therapeutic use.” In searches for sound clinical studies on diagnosis and treatment pre-exploded subheadings yielded the highest sensitivity, but with decreased precision.\textsuperscript{97}
MeSH indexing rules give preference to the application of subheadings instead of equivalent main headings, and searching subheadings as floating subheadings gives larger retrievals.\textsuperscript{72} Relying on a subheading instead of including the related subject heading can reduce recall.\textsuperscript{67}

Failure to explode subject headings was found to have the greatest impact on the recall of any search errors studied in a group of MEDLINE end users, causing searchers to miss approximately 30\% of the references that they wanted.\textsuperscript{37}

The hierarchical arrangement of MeSH and other thesauri can be a pitfall. Mismatch on the level of specificity of searching and indexing can lead to retrieval failure.\textsuperscript{82}

Even relatively frequent student searchers show confusion over the operation of a thesaurus.\textsuperscript{58,78} Exploding may not be understood by some end users who find it logical that they should get everything on specific anesthetics when they use the term “ANESTHETICS,” for example.\textsuperscript{37}

Allowing automatic term mapping rather than using the MeSH terms with the associated ability to explode broad subject headings had no impact on recall in one effort to develop a search strategy for observational studies. In the same study, the use of major MeSH terms limited as major headings resulted in a decline in recall.\textsuperscript{96}

Federiuk found that abbreviations map well to MeSH terms in the OVID search interface but cautions that spacing (e.g., “t-PA” works better than “tPA” to identify “tissue plasminogen activator”) and capitalization (e.g., “ACLS” maps to “Advanced Cardiac Life Support” but “acls” maps to “anterior cruciate ligament”) matter.\textsuperscript{95}

While this review focuses on searchers’ errors and database errors, spelling errors do occur and may be a barrier to effective retrieval. Searches of subject headings help guard against misspelled terms in titles or abstracts.\textsuperscript{34,70}

\textbf{b) Identifying subject headings}

There were several studies and descriptions of how searchers generate terms.\textsuperscript{8,25,26,45,66,78,79,95} The most successful searchers are described as probing the language structure of the database by displaying the indexing of known relevant items or of items highly likely to be relevant and from the displays, picking the terms that will be on target to give good recall and precision simultaneously.\textsuperscript{23} Deacon \textit{et al.} examined two approaches — exploration of the MeSH thesaurus with terms suggested by the person requesting the search as a starting point and a strategy where the indexing terms were assigned to known relevant items. The first method produced larger retrievals with higher recall and lower precision than did the second strategy, and required more time and effort to develop.\textsuperscript{45} Harden \textit{et al.} also reported on constructing search strategies based on terms used to index known relevant items, but with greater success\textsuperscript{20} than Deacon \textit{et al}. Srinivasan used a strategy whereby MeSH terms were selected from documents that ranked high in an initial natural language search, a process that could be conducted automatically.\textsuperscript{79} This practice of identifying terms by looking at the indexing of known relevant items has been called “inverse searching.”\textsuperscript{55}

Fidel described the approach to term selection used by “conceptualist” searchers, who aimed for comprehensive recall. They typically looked at a thesaurus from several angles, and gave thorough treatment to the primary facet in the search question.\textsuperscript{8} On the other hand, inexperienced searchers almost never used the index or thesaurus,\textsuperscript{16,30} while moderately experienced end users made occasional use of these tools.\textsuperscript{16} The most common error was not using MeSH. Less common errors
were using MeSH terms that should not have been used or using a term that was too broad or too narrow.30

Finding suitable subject headings is a skill that appears to be amenable to training. In one evaluation of an end-user training module, determining specific terms for a search strategy seemed to be the skill that students learned most thoroughly.17 In another post-training evaluation, residents in a neonatal intensive care setting reported greater confidence in their ability to identify MeSH terms, although their actual ability do so was not reported.7

c) **Consistency in term selection**

McKibbon et al. in a study involving three librarians, noted large differences in searching style and use of features but these variations did not result in important differences in precision and recall in a low recall situation (median recall by librarians ranged from 0.37 to 0.47).46

Even among experienced searchers there seemed to be little overlap in term selection and in retrievals, but successful searches seem to owe their success to proper selection of terms.23

Saracevic and Kantor also reported little overlap in the selection of terms by searchers searching the same question. The more often an article was retrieved by different searchers, however, the greater its odds of being relevant. The recall of these searches was low by the standards of systematic reviewers, in the range of 0.18 to 0.32, with precision in the range of 0.35 to 0.65. They noted similarities between the level of overlap of terms that they found, findings of overlap in searching behaviour in other contexts, and the consistency of terms assigned by indexers. They concluded “the degree of agreement or overlap in human decisions related to representing, searching and retrieving of information is relatively low — the agreement hardly reaches about one-quarter or one-third of the cases involved.”14

In a mailed survey, the average agreement among 22 librarians on appropriate MeSH terms for defined concepts was 64% for interventions and 57% for effects. There were terms for which some of those surveyed thought that there were no current acceptable MeSH terms, and if forced to recommend a term, agreement may have declined. Recall using the single most commonly recommended term ranged from 0.27 to 0.86 for interventions and 0.0 to 0.65 for effect variables.74

The opportunity to identify missed terms was one of the greatest reported benefits of one peer review effort.38 Elements covered in peer review included topical vocabulary confirmed through scanning the scope notes of terms and adherence to indexing policies of the selected databases.24

Survey respondents saw this element as one of the most important, with the potential for a large impact on precision and recall (Table 4). Errors here were seen as a mark of inexperience. The importance of missed subject headings was rated as having strong research support as well as being self-evident.
6.2 Second Tier Elements

6.2.1 Natural language terms missing

Seventy-one papers included in the review addressed the effect of natural language search terms on retrieval. Fifty-one were research-based, and 10 dealt with the frequency of errors. Nineteen provided discussion but no empirical evidence, and so are not addressed here.

Of the research papers, 46 dealt with recall, 7, 8, 10-12, 14, 16, 20, 23, 24, 27, 34, 36-39, 41, 45, 48, 59, 62, 64, 66, 67, 69, 73, 74, 76, 77, 80, 81, 84-86, 88-91, 93-95, 97-100, 105 34 addressed precision, 7, 8, 12, 14, 16, 20, 23, 27, 34, 36-38, 41, 45, 48, 59, 66, 67, 69, 73, 74, 77, 78, 80, 81, 84-86, 88-91, 93, 94, 97, 99 seven reported specificity, 39, 48, 66, 88, 89, 97, 105 six mentioned time and cost, 20, 36, 38, 84, 91, 94 and six reported other parameters.

Some studies looking at search effectiveness do not distinguish between the topics of natural language terms and subject headings in their results. 10, 17, 98 Because many recommendations are shared between these topics, we do not restate the finding unless they have additional implications for the peer review of natural language terms.

Savoy found that searching the abstract, in addition to the title and subject headings, increased search performance over searching only the title and subject headings. 86 Similarly, Adams et al. attribute the improvement in sensitivity over time of a search for RCTs in mental health to the introduction of abstracts to MEDLINE in 1976. 91

Watson and Richardson evaluated relevant but unretrieved records and found that missed natural language variants describing group therapy (for example, group focused, group sessions, and group interventions) accounted for many misses. Further misses occurred in PsycINFO when RCTs were not indexed with terms related to study design as they had been in MEDLINE. The searchers, however, had not put in any free-text statements to capture the methodological aspect, although the methodology was stated in the abstract. 59 McKinin et al. identified five classes of problems, “(1) those occurring because the author used a variant form of a term; (2) those occurring because the author used a more general term than the searcher; (3) those occurring because the author used an abbreviation, acronym or chemical formula; (4) those occurring because of the author’s use of a synonym not included in the searcher’s hedge; and (5) those occurring because the author referred to a member of the class not included in the searcher's hedge.” Natural language problems accounted for 33% of retrieval failures in full-text searching. 11

Sewell and Teitelbaum found that 22% of problems were with natural language, usually missed synonyms, although these had a low impact on search performance relative to that of errors in the use of MeSH terms. 37 An analysis by Wildemuth and Moore of end-user searching errors made by third-year medical students found that although a student’s initial selection of terms was adequate, missed opportunities included missed synonyms. 30 In a review of searches for RCTs, Dickersin, Scherer, and Lefebvre found that the limited use of text word searching was the most consistent defect. 81

Markey et al. while studying searches of the Education Resources Information Centre (ERIC) database, found that for 5% of searches, the concepts could not be adequately translated into subject headings, because suitable subject headings did not exist. They suggested six categories of searches that might be better served by natural language queries: geographical areas, recent topics, specific
named objects, value judgments (adjectives), actions statements (verbs), and individual or psychological characteristics (adjectives).85

Survey opinion placed “missing natural language terms” as a second tier element because of its importance in peer review with the potential for a large impact on search performance, but ranked this element behind subject headings in importance (Table 4).

6.2.2 Subject headings and natural language terms are needed

Rowley stated in 1994: “There is general recognition that controlled language and natural language should be used in conjunction with one another…This is based, however, on practice and experience rather than proved and tested research.”106 We have identified a body of evidence that shows that optimal retrieval is achieved through the use of a combination of subject headings and natural language terms.

In a systematic review of studies comparing ≥2 search strategies for randomized trials in MEDLINE, Crumley found that overall, searches using keywords and MeSH had better recall and precision.94

Watson and Richardson expanded searches for three databases that were initially made up of subject headings to include free-text terms. Recall improved from 0.84 to 0.97 in MEDLINE, 0.68 to 0.76 in EMBASE, and 0.38 to 0.65 in PsycINFO. Precision declined from 0.57 to 0.35 in MEDLINE, 0.48 to 0.37 in EMBASE, and 0.47 to 0.39 in PsycINFO.69

van der Weijen et al. examined MeSH terms and natural language terms for two diagnostic tests and found that the addition of the natural language search increased recall with a slight loss of precision.90

Validated search filters, mostly methodological filters, almost always achieve optimal performance (usually high recall with some preservation of precision) through a combination of subject headings and natural language search terms.48,73,74,81,87,89 The retrieval of clinically important studies in MEDLINE can be enhanced by combinations of indexing terms and text words.48 The authors systematically tested subject headings and text words to construct a search filter for diagnostic test evaluations. The most accurate strategy (recall 0.80, precision 0.48) contained natural language terms and subject headings.89

Although the main comparison in McKinin et al.’s study was between MEDLINE and full-text searching, a subset of topics was searched twice, once with subject headings only and once with natural language with or without subject headings (at the searcher’s discretion). The natural language only and subject heading only searches showed no difference in recall or precision.11

Muddamalle undertook 81 searches on topics related to soil mechanics, testing natural language and thesaurus-based searches for each. While both types of searches yielded similar results for recall and precision, the combination of both exceeded the performance of either, increasing recall by 5%.77

Across 11 topics and five databases, the recall percentage for each data base was improved by the addition of relevant documents found only by a natural language search strategy.67 Increases ranged from 0.05 added (0.13 increasing to 0.18) to 0.17 added (0.12 to 0.29). The highest recall achieved was with MEDLINE, with the addition of natural language terms increasing retrieval 0.10 from 0.27 to 0.37.
In a study examining indexing and retrieval approaches, Srinivasan found that the most effective indexing strategy is one where independent MeSH and free-text indexes are maintained and are used in combination during retrieval. For optimal retrieval, the free-text terms are selected from the original question, and the MeSH terms are selected from the top-ranked documents retrieved by the initial text word search.\textsuperscript{79}

### 6.2.3 Missed spelling variants and truncation

Spelling variants are an issue in free-text search statements, where suffixes and spelling variants must be addressed in a character-string matching process.\textsuperscript{25}

We found 30 eligible reports. Sixteen were research reports of the impact on search performance,\textsuperscript{7,16,11,16,23,30,36,38,47,62,66,69,81,88,95,107} six dealt with the frequency of the error,\textsuperscript{7,16,30,36,38,108} and 13 were discussions without research evidence.\textsuperscript{9,18,19,21,25,26,33,31,35} Of the 16 studies of impact on search performance, 14 identified an impact on recall, and 9 also considered precision. One also considered time and cost and discussed peer review as a means of addressing errors in this area.\textsuperscript{38} Two studies seemed to refute the importance of spelling variants and truncation in successful retrieval.\textsuperscript{10,23}

Watson and Richardson, in a study involving MEDLINE, EMBASE, and PsycINFO, found that free-text terms and truncated vocabulary improved sensitivity in all three database studies. In all cases the gain was at the expected cost to precision.\textsuperscript{69}

In a study of success factors in untrained end users, truncation was found more often in failed searches than successful searches. Failed searches did not retrieve relevant references. These results run counter to conventional wisdom but are internally consistent – search manoeuvres usually associated with precision rather than recall were seen more often in searches that successfully retrieved relevant material. Failed searches used the Boolean operator “OR,” a manoeuvre that usually increases recall more often than successful searches. The authors interpret this result to mean that the searches failed because although the searchers seemed to recognize a need for different terms and approaches, they were unable to find effective ones.\textsuperscript{10}

In a study of experienced searchers, Bellardo and Saracevic found little or no difference in the general use of truncation and search devices generally recommended to improve recall or precision. Rather, the presence of fatal errors distinguished poor searches, and a better selection of search terms established through a refinement process seemed to distinguish good searches.\textsuperscript{23}

Of “missed opportunities” documented by Wildemuth and Moore, truncation was the eighth most common omission (of 14 types), accounting for about 10\% of missed opportunities.\textsuperscript{30} McKinin \textit{et al.} examined reasons for retrieval failure in full-text articles and found problems of word variants in 5\% of cases.\textsuperscript{11} Thirty-one per cent of search strategies by novice searchers studied by Bysouth used truncation. The proper use of truncation could have improved 39\% of the novices’ flawed strategies, and inadvisable or incomplete truncation was seen in 19\% of basically flawed searches.\textsuperscript{36}

Several search assessment tools examine whether the searcher has addressed spelling variants and truncation,\textsuperscript{7,16,18,21,30,47,52} and these elements are often discussed in search technique instruction.\textsuperscript{26,54} Rigorously developed search strategies such as methodological filters generally include truncation.\textsuperscript{66,81,88}
Several authors provide examples of missed variants. In one example involving a search for material related to fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), 56 spelling variants for FDG were identified, although complete retrieval was accomplished with 11 well-chosen variants and truncated terms. As well as spelling variants, variants of punctuation occurring in users’ queries include possessive forms with an apostrophe, acronyms with periods between letters, and hyphenated words and phrases. Systems differ in their handling of internal punctuation, providing an additional pitfall for those without extensive experience in a particular search interface. Another complexity is variation in internal hyphenation in an abbreviation — for instance, t-PA and tPA. These examples cannot be addressed through truncation.

Some search strategies incorporate common misspelling to capture incorrect spelling variants that may be present in the records. An example is the search strategy to identify systematic reviews in CINAHL, which includes the correct and incorrect spellings for the PsycINFO database in line 12 (available at http://www.york.ac.uk/inst/crd/search.htm#CINAHL, visited September 6, 2007).

This area was addressed through two survey questions, “Are any spelling variants missing?” and “Are there any errors in truncation?” While most survey respondents supported their inclusion in peer review, these elements were not seen as having the consistently high impact of first tier elements (Table 4).

### 6.2.4 Irrelevant subject headings

Three papers discussed irrelevant subject headings. Two research papers addressed the impact on precision. One additional study provided indirect evidence on precision. One paper looked at the frequency of error.

Survey respondents ranked irrelevant subject headings as potentially having a large negative impact on precision (Table 4). This element, with failure to adapt the search for different databases, errors in line numbers, and errors in Boolean operators, was rated as having the greatest impact on precision. The element “Irrelevant subject headings” was in the second tier of importance for peer review.

### 6.2.5 Irrelevant natural language terms

Four papers examined irrelevant natural language terms. One paper examined the frequency of errors and their impact on precision. One considered this as an aspect of peer review, and two provided a theoretical rationale or discussion of the issue.

Spink and Saracevic found that more than one-third of all terms used in mediated online searching produced nothing but irrelevant answers or had no retrievals at all. One published example of a peer review of a literature search identified two terms included in a search on hemophilia that were not relevant to the question.

In a review of online search development techniques, Hawking and Wagers recommend formulating alternative strategies, reviewing results, and assessing them against previous attempts. “One then continues to alter the search, adding synonyms and excluding less valuable terms, until the final result is reached.” (p. 13). They caution against accepting a list of keywords from the requestor rather than a narrative statement of the search topic.
“Including irrelevant natural language terms” fell in the middle tier of importance. Survey respondents assessed the inclusion of irrelevant natural language terms as predominantly having a negative impact on precision and of being moderately important in peer review (Table 4).

6.2.6 Limits

Limits, by narrowing the search, are used to increase precision. Given the emphasis on high recall, these must be used carefully in systematic review searches. The main limits considered here are subheadings, subject headings restricted to major focus only, methodological filters or hedges, and tags such as age, human, language, and study type.

Thirty-one articles in this review addressed limits. Thirteen articles provided research evidence. Of these, 11 considered recall, five considered precision, and three considered specificity. Two papers reported on the frequency of errors, and 15 provided a theoretical rationale for the impact, or provided search instruction or advice.

Using Major MeSH or restrict to focus (central concept) main headings, searched through “starring” a MeSH term (with equivalents in other databases) may increase precision at the expense of recall as not all records that are relevant to the review may have the term as a major subject heading. Wright et al. limited 2 searches this way and saw precision change from 0.49 to 0.50 in one search and 0.28 to 0.40 in another while recall changed from 0.99 to 0.84 in one search and from 1.00 to 0.42 in the other. Declines in recall were statistically significant.

Subheadings that are used to qualify subject headings could be considered as limits but are discussed under the “subject headings” element. In most instances, indexers typically use no more than three subject headings per index term.

MEDLINE and many other databases provide additional indexing that enables searchers to limit the search by age, human, year or language of publication, or to certain publication forms or types. These additional indexing features vary by database. Two potential problems with tags lie on the indexing side. The first issue is that tags, when assigned, must be accurate. Funk and Reid’s work on indexing consistency found that check tags were applied more consistently than MeSH or subheadings, and concluded that they could be used reliably to limit retrieval. Yet consistency was only 74.7%, indicating some inaccuracy or incomplete tagging. The tags may not be assigned in all cases where they would be relevant. Deacon, Smith, and Tow documented that almost all indexers missed age group terms at various times. Recall was lowered by child tags when a simple “NOT” was used. Thus, such limits need to be applied through the careful use of “NOT,” so that unwanted tags are excluded but records with no tags on the dimension of interest remain. There must also be provision for multiple tagging, where one of the tags applied is the desired category. This results in the construction “not animal (not animal and human)”, which is used to exclude animal studies that do not involve humans and animals, rather than limiting to the desired “humans” — a simpler construction but one that would exclude studies not tagged as either but that included relevant human evidence.

In Medline, McKinin et al. found that limits by language of publication, date, and Core Clinical Journals (formerly Abridged Index Medicus or AIM) were effective at improving precision in searches addressing standard use queries (but not systematic reviews).
Tenopir and Shu found that, in full-text searching, precision could be improved by excluding certain publication types defined by the user as irrelevant. The Hedges team applied “Publication Type” limits in a preliminary screening step to increase precision. Editorial, comments, letters, and news were excluded from the search using the Boolean “AND NOT” operator.

Methodological filters or hedges (including PubMed and MEDLINE clinical queries) have been reviewed by Jenkins, who concluded that “relying on the performance measures alone to make adequate judgments about the applicability and validity of search filters is not sufficient. In order to make informed decisions on the use of search filters, an awareness of the limitations of the methodology used in the development of such search aids is required.”

One examination of novice search errors identified the non-use of subheadings and the failure to limit a term to major subject headings as frequent missed opportunities. In a study of information retrieval by research scientists, the limits considered are review, year, book, human, and corporate source — and errors were infrequent. One study comparing successful moderate recall searches and less successful searches found little or no difference in the use of limits such as language, date, or publication types.

Apart from their effect on recall and precision, limits not relevant to the question should be flagged for evaluation of the potential for bias. When they are used to limit the search based on factors not relevant to the question (for instance, to exclude non-English language publications or certain publication types such as dissertations or conference abstracts that could be considered to be grey literature), they can introduce bias into the review. A review of the literature on epidemiological bias is beyond this study’s scope but Felson examined the bias that can be introduced into a systematic review at various stages, and Egger and Smith review bias in the location and selection of studies for meta-analysis.

Survey respondents rated unwarranted limits as a greater problem than missing limits, because the excessive limits were seen as having a large negative impact on recall while the impact of missing limits was on precision (Table 4). Survey respondents considered limits to be an important element in peer reviewing.

### 6.3 Third-Tier Elements

#### 6.3.1 Additional fields

Most searching is based on subject headings and natural language in the title and abstract of the bibliographic record. Databases, however, often contain other fields that may be useful to the search, e.g., drug codes, publication types, authors, journal titles, or addresses.

Thirteen reports dealt with special fields, but usually only in passing. Six research papers dealt with recall, and most of these also considered the effect on precision. Six additional papers discussed special fields. One reported on the use of fields by research scientists after training.

Additional fields that can be searched include author, publication type, CAS registry numbers (unique numerical identifiers for chemical compounds, polymers, biological sequences, mixtures and alloys), or other drug indexes. EMBASE allows extending searches to retrieve from section headings.
BIOSIS has Concept Codes, and INSPEC has section codes. Enhanced recall is the main search parameter influenced by searching additional fields.

“Additional fields” is a third tier search element. Evidence is sporadic, but there are several special fields that can be tapped into for enhanced retrieval. Survey respondents did not see this as a critical aspect of the search to focus on in peer review (Table 4).

6.3.2 Organization of search and search logic

We hypothesized that long or complex search strategies, such as those used in systematic reviews, would be more difficult to peer review and might be more prone to error if they were poorly organized.

Six papers discussed search logic and organization. One of these presented research findings. One noted a potential time and cost saving by searching the most specific aspect. One described how this aspect was dealt with in peer review: “The goal of the reviewer is to check whether the searcher has identified the components of the request and separated them in logical groups.” Although the evidence provided by any one article is sparse, the papers in this set are influential. They include the Cochrane Handbook, the CASPfew site, and the work of Reva Basch, the paper that was the most complete search checklist we found and the description of the most complete peer review effort we found.

The only research report identified did not find an association between search clarity and retrieval effectiveness. No data on prevalence of problems in search logic or organization were found.

An authoritative discussion of the logically organized and presented search is presented by Hawkins and Wagers, who rely on Buntrock’s work. One approach to searching is the building block method, where concepts are built and combined, as is often done when searching questions formulated according to the PICO model. Hawkins and Wagers discuss the advantages of such an approach, chiefly that the logical organization makes the search easy to follow and to review and understand, even after the passage of time. These are advantages for peer review and for updating, which is an important aspect of systematic reviews. The disadvantage of such a rigid structure is that it is seen as impairing creativity and the ability to pursue unforeseen opportunities. The authors describe more flexible and creative approaches that could be useful as exploratory techniques during the development of systematic review searches.

The Cochrane Handbook recommends a similar approach: “An electronic search strategy should generally have three sets of terms: 1) terms to search for the health condition of interest; 2) terms to search for the intervention(s) evaluated; and 3) terms to search for the types of study design to be included (typically randomized trials).” And “a good approach to developing an electronic search strategy is to begin with multiple terms that describe the health condition of interest and join these together with the Boolean ‘OR’ operator. This means you will retrieve articles containing at least one of these search terms. You can do likewise for a second set of terms related to the intervention(s) and for a third set of terms related to the appropriate study design. These three sets of terms can then be joined together with the ‘AND’ operator. This final step of joining the three sets with the ‘AND’ operator limits the retrieved set to articles of the appropriate study design that address both the health condition of interest and the intervention(s) to be evaluated.”
One searching guide recommended organizing the search so that limits were placed at the end. Interviews with “super searchers” regarding how they plan their search strategies indicated at least some planning, but with variation in how formally this was done, varying from quick and dirty to a more formal building block approach. These searchers worked predominately in the business environment rather than health research.

Based on the review of the evidence, this element was divided into two survey questions, the first addressing translation of the question into search concepts and the second addressing search organization (Appendix C questions 1 and 2). Conceptualization is reported under a separate heading.

Survey respondents placed little importance on the organization of the search, which many saw as having moderate impact on recall and little impact on precision (Table 4). A poorly organized search was not seen as indicative of unfamiliarity with aspects of searching.

6.3.3 Redundancies

We specified redundancy “without rationale” because some searchers may, for example, report a narrower term and an exploded broader term to clarify to readers who are unfamiliar with subject heading hierarchy that both terms factor into the search.

Two papers addressed this element. Jokic identified redundancy as having no direct impact on the search result but as having an influence on search efficiency and grouped this error with others such as browsing already seen references. This type of error was taken to be a mark of inexperience, specifically a lack of knowledge of search systems and syntax. The error was seen as having no direct influence on search results but as influencing search efficiency. Goodman cautions systematic reviewers that redundancy may be useful to protect against indexing inconsistencies and errors and provides the example of searching MEDLINE for reports of RCTs where “it may be useful to use the search command: RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL (PT) OR RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIALS because an indexer may have used the latter term in place of the first.”

Survey respondents did not expect this element to affect recall or precision. They did not see it as a notable indicator of unfamiliarity with searching and did not expect much research evidence on this. There was, however, some support for peer reviewing for redundancies, although it fell in the third tier of importance (Table 4).

6.3.4 Subject headings and natural language terms combined

We expected that an approach to searching that involved free text and subject headings would provide the strongest performance, but we also anticipated that best practice would be to separate them on different lines of the search (i.e., as different search statements, that would later be joined by the Boolean “OR”).

No evidence on the impact or prevalence of combining subject headings and natural language terms in the same line was found.

Survey respondents assessed this as having a potential impact on recall, but none on precision. They did not believe that there was a strong basis of evidence for this element nor was it given importance as an aspect of the search for peer review, although there was agreement that it should be considered.
6.3.5 Subject headings exploded with no narrower terms

We hypothesized that exploding subject headings with no narrower terms might be a sign of poor understanding of the workings of a thesaurus and might be an indication of carelessness in exploring the thesaurus, thus being a marker for other potential problems in the search strategy. One case study of peer reviewing search strategies addressed this element and marked it as an error in the search.38

While survey respondents agreed that exploding a subject heading that had no narrower terms may be a sign of unfamiliarity with the workings of thesauri, it was not ranked high in importance, relative to other elements (Table 4).

7 PEER REVIEW FORUM

7.1 Peer Review Forum Pilot

Before programming the interface for a fully operational version of the peer review forum, 10 survey respondents participated in a pilot of a web-based peer review forum in which 10 sample searches selected from The Cochrane Library, published journal articles, and HTA searches (Appendix F) were assessed using the 7 point PRESS checklist (Appendix G).

7.1.1 Methods

An SRS page (with TrialStat!) was arranged with the sample searches. We used 10 searches of different lengths and complexities and with a range of errors. The clinical question was posted with the search so that the participants could see the actual question and rate how well it was translated. The search strategies were presented in their original format. At least one search had no discernable errors. We introduced additional errors. We then determined and agreed on the errors in each search that were to be used for comparison. Each item was scored as “satisfactory” or “needs revision,” and the overall search was classified as “satisfactory” or “needs revision.”

a) Recruitment
Librarians (participants) who responded to the survey were then invited to participate as junior or senior according to their survey responses. The junior participant group included five librarians with \( \leq 5 \) years of database searching experience and who had undertaken at least one but not more than 10 systematic review searches. The senior participant group included five librarians with \( \geq 5 \) years of searching experience and experience with \( \geq 20 \) systematic review searches.

b) Training
Participants made a practice rating of one search and were given the opportunity to ask questions and revise their ratings. Questions and answers were shared with all participants by email, but the identity of participants was concealed.

c) Validation ratings
Participants were asked to complete search ratings independently, without discussion. Participants were asked to complete the 10 assessments within two weeks, spending no more than 30 minutes assessing each search. The rating scale was presented in HTML format with hyperlinks to supplemental instructions and examples to keep the form of presentation similar to what it would be
in the forum. Cochrane’s Q was used to examine the homogeneity or equality of rate of “fault finding” by forum participants for each element of the PRESS forum. The significance level was set at 0.01 to correct for multiple testing.

7.1.2 Results

For all elements except limits, forum participants rated fewer elements as “satisfactory” than did the project investigators. Across the 10 searches, on average, forum participants rated 3.3 of seven elements adequate whereas investigators rated 5.3 elements as adequate. While there was variability in the responses on all elements, there was significant between-rater heterogeneity for three elements. These elements were the choice of subject headings, natural language terms, and limits. For example, of the 10 searches rated, two participants assessed all 10 as inadequate on subject heading selection, and three rated 9/10 as inadequate on subject headings. One participant rated 3/10 searches as inadequate, and another rated 4/10 as inadequate. For the three elements with significantly heterogeneous rates, there was no discernable difference between the number of searches assessed as inadequate by junior and senior participants.

7.1.3 Discussion

While peer review forum participants judged more elements as inadequate than did the investigators, they rated four of seven elements consistently. Two of the elements showing inconsistency involved choice of terms: subject headings and natural language terms. These were also the two elements least often assessed as adequate by the peer review forum participants. The choice of terms is known to vary between searchers, but core documents seem to be identified in most searches, regardless of the exact terms selected. All the research that has highlighted variability in term selection has been done in contexts other than systematic review searches. Systematic review searches are distinct in that they require high recall, and the effect of variability in term selection has not been studied in this context, although it seems to be an important area for investigation. Thus, although the potential lack of agreement on term selection could become a problem in peer review, the ability to have a second information specialist review terms and propose alternatives may also be of benefit. Participants did not have the opportunity to read the systematic review of evidence regarding search error before participating in the exercise, although guidance derived from the review was presented with the elements on the forum page. The participants’ assessments may have more closely matched those of the project investigators had they been able to access the systematic review before participation in the forum.

Procedurally, the application of the PRESS checklist (Appendix G) to systematic review searches is viable for junior and senior librarians. An educational intervention is probably required to train librarians in using the PRESS checklist if a high level of consistency in the more subjective aspects is sought.

7.2 Development of Forum Interface

A web-based forum was developed as an environment for posting and reviewing search strategies. The Peer Review Forum is a network of search experts with a common interest in the peer review of electronic search strategies using the PRESS checklist during the initial stage of a systematic review or HTA.
The purpose of the peer review forum is to evaluate the search strategies of peers, as opposed to search strategy training or the writing of search strategies. This may result in improved search quality and will provide a method for the searching aspect of a systematic review or HTA that will be on par with the rest of the review’s methods. This will enhance the review’s scientific rigour. Arrangements for peer reviewers to receive continuing education credits for their reviewing efforts will be discussed with health library associations and the Information Retrieval Methods Group of The Cochrane Collaboration.

The PRESS web site was developed by ASP.NET using Microsoft Visual Web Developer and Microsoft SQL Server Express (Appendix H). The navigation page includes left menu and right menu and shows the current selected page and login status.

The PRESS web site provides the following functionalities:

Administration and security
- login
- new account
- new profile
- forgot your password
- change password

Main activities
- put answer
- put question
- create and edit profiles
- view question statement with answers
- send email
- uploading and downloading files.

8 DISCUSSION

8.1 Results

8.1.1 Existing checklists

Twenty-six reports containing aspects that could be used as search assessment checklists were identified. A few of these addressed the conduct or reporting of the larger search used to form the evidence base for systematic reviews, HTA reports, or clinical practice guidelines, but did not address the quality of the electronic search strategy. These have been reported elsewhere. Additional checklists were developed to assess student learning (Appendix D). Few of these are validated. No examples of validated checklists for assessing search strategies were found. Many of these checklists did inform the construction of the PRESS checklist as they also reported research data on the impact or prevalence of search errors.
8.1.2 Evidence regarding search elements

Elements with enough evidence to support their use in the peer review of electronic search strategies are:

- conceptualization of research question
- spelling errors and wrong line numbers
- translation of search strategy to different databases
- missed subject headings
- missed natural language search terms
- spelling variants and truncation
- irrelevant subject headings
- irrelevant natural language terms
- search limits.

There is research evidence to support the view that problems in these elements will have a negative impact on search performance. Furthermore, there is support from the community of librarians who do information retrieval for systematic reviews or HTAs on the importance of peer reviewing these elements.

The elements vary in the amount of specialized knowledge needed to peer review them. Some elements, such as spelling errors or incorrect line numbers, are largely mechanical and require no special knowledge to assess for accuracy. Others, such as translation of the research question into a series of connected search concepts, require expertise to implement and to assess.

The selection of terms requires specialized knowledge, such as an understanding of the operation of a thesaurus, but also appears, based on the literature, to involve an element of judgement. There is no readily identifiable single “correct” set of terms for implementing the search for a particular question or “one best” method or strategy for searching — sometimes several approaches work equally well.\(^\text{117}\) This is made apparent if one considers the rigorous process needed to establish a validated filter.\(^\text{118}\) A validated filter is developed in one set of data and then the findings are checked out against another similar set of data to validate the first findings. Even at this extreme, two iterations of a search designed to identify reports of controlled clinical trials, both created using rigorous and reproducible methods, but done 10 years apart, look different.\(^\text{119-121}\)

Thus, the peer review of a search will involve an ascertainment that no technical errors have been made and a more subjective assessment of the adequacy of term selection. It seems unlikely, even undesirable, that the peer review of search strategies can be done as part of the general peer review of a finished research report. First, those reviewers, if they are selected for their knowledge of the topic being studied, may not have the specialized knowledge needed to assess the adequacy of the search. Second, if errors are discovered at that point, after the systematic review is completed, it is more problematic than, for example, it would be if the reviewers requested a change to the statistical tests used. Thus timing and knowledge requirements make peer review more practical at the start of the project.

The early peer review of search strategies can be accomplished in several ways. First, it can be part of the protocol approval process. Few published systematic reviews, other than those produced by The Cochrane Collaboration, state that the systematic review was based on a protocol.\(^\text{122}\) The consistent use of approved protocols by The Cochrane Collaboration demonstrates the feasibility of
the approach. Larger work groups, like national HTA organizations, may have enough expertise to provide in-house peer review. A third approach is to develop a peer review forum, a community of interested librarians who have the expertise to create and review the type of searches needed in systematic reviews and HTAs. We have undertaken a pilot of such a forum, with participation from librarians associated with Cochrane and with national HTA agencies, and are continuing the process of refining and evaluating this approach.

Early and evidence-based peer review of search strategies may result in improved quality and will provide a method for the searching aspect of a systematic review or HTA report that will be on par with the rest of the review’s methods. This will enhance the review’s scientific rigour.

8.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of this Assessment

The strengths of this assessment are that research evidence, theory, and experts’ opinions are integrated into a comprehensive appraisal of the elements of successful electronic search strategy for systematic review searching.

Limitations are that this assessment addresses only optimal electronic search strategies. Additional decisions will be made and implemented in any systematic review, which must be informed by research that is outside the scope of this assessment. Those decisions include the choice of databases to be searched and additional sources to be consulted. Several survey respondents added comments on the importance of those decisions, although they are beyond the scope of evidence-based peer review of the electronic search strategy and are influenced by the resources, time, and money available to the review team.

This assessment addresses limits, including methodological filters such as sensitive search strategies, or limits by language or by publication type. These are rich areas of research, and those responsible for searching the literature for systematic reviews need to be aware of and keep current with those developments.

We did not perform a quality assessment of the research evidence included in this review. Many research methods are used, and we do not have the expertise or appraisal instruments to assess the quality of all types. Thus, some of the evidence may come from studies that are susceptible to bias.

8.3 Generalizability of Findings

These findings and the peer review elements derived from them are largely consistent with current best practice as described in authoritative sources such as The Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions. Input was sought from the health science library community, from the HTA information retrieval community, and from The Cochrane Collaboration. The preliminary results of this work have been presented to these communities for feedback.

Research evidence was drawn from all aspects of library science, not just health sciences librarianship. Thus, the peer review elements identified could be applied to any type of literature search, although maximizing recall was given the greatest weight in the formulation of these peer review recommendations, because recall is the most important parameter of search performance for systematic reviews and HTAs. In other situations, other parameters such as precision or cost might be of greater importance, so the focus of the peer review would need to be adjusted accordingly.
Some technical aspects of the searches discussed in this report are database- or interface-specific; for example, floating subheadings are a feature available in MEDLINE, at least through the OVID interface. MEDLINE is the most commonly used general health care database in the systematic reviews of health care interventions, at least those done by The Cochrane Collaboration, and OVID is the interface most commonly reported for searching MEDLINE. Hence, some of these features will be absent in other databases. Conversely, databases that are not commonly used in health science systematic reviews and HTAs may have other features that could be considered in peer review yet are not addressed in this report.

### 8.4 Knowledge Gaps

Several of the elements examined lacked research evidence of their impact on search performance. In most cases, the survey respondents assessed the impact as self-evident, but several gaps remain. Pertinent to systematic review and HTA, the importance of tailoring searches to individual databases has not been explored. Although there is a large body of evidence suggesting that more than one database needs to be searched for optimum retrieval of relevant evidence, the factors leading to success remain unclear. It may be that the unique coverage of additional databases helps to complete the evidence base, or it may be overlapping coverage but with different indexing that gives the searcher an additional, independent chance to identify a relevant study. Other areas with little or no research evidence that may warrant more research include the impact of truncation errors and of including irrelevant subject headings.

The pilot of the PRESS checklist (Appendix G) showed that some inconsistency in the application of the checklist results when raters assess the searches without study or training with regard to the relevant evidence. An educational intervention is likely needed to train librarians in using the PRESS checklist if a high level of consistency in the more subjective aspects is sought.

### 9 CONCLUSIONS

This work fills a gap in the quality assurance of search methods in systematic reviews and HTA reports. Errors in the electronic search strategy have been shown to reduce the effectiveness of electronic search strategies used in systematic reviews and HTA reports. Without quality assurance of a bias-free and complete evidence base, the true outcomes of a systematic review cannot be tested. The deliverables from this project include an evidence-based process, developed for the peer review of the electronic search strategy, and consisting of a validated checklist and an electronic peer review forum.

The methods for this evidence-based peer review process were developed after performing a systematic review to identify appropriate literature, a web-based survey, and an interactive peer review forum of search experts. These methods supported the importance of specific elements that were used in developing a checklist and peer review process for evaluating the success of the electronic search strategy.

Those involved in systematic reviews and HTA reports should have an evidence base for their work that is based on a peer reviewed electronic search strategy, because the greatest portion of their evidence base will be created during this search.
The peer review process may delay the development of the electronic search strategy but considerations for this have been built into its development. The trade-off for taking more time will ensure that quality assurance has occurred. The evidence-based peer review of electronic search strategies requires the same body of expert knowledge needed to create search strategies. The peer review should be undertaken by librarians or other suitably qualified and experienced information scientists. The only costs associated with the proposed peer review process pertain to the ongoing hosting and management of a web site. It is proposed that peer reviewers volunteer for this task. Participation is based on the principle of reciprocity. Participants will be able to have their searches peer reviewed in exchange for peer reviewing the searches of others.
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